
INTERMISSION·
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH: Contrapunctus Nos. 1 and 7 (The Art 0/ the Fugue)
The Art of the Fugue was composed by Bach from his deathbed, much of it being dedicated to his
children. It consists of eighteen fugues, four canons, and an uncompleted fugue, and it makes use of
probably every contrapuntal technique known. It is truly an overwhelming summation of Bach's life's
work. Although he intended it for instrumental performance, Bach never specified an ensemble. It has
been performed on keyboard, by string quartets, and many other combinations, but many of the fugues
in the collection lend themselves particularly well to performance by the brass quintet. The sound of
brass instruments gives a fitting majesty to the nobility of this last great document of the age of
polyphony.

INGOLF DAHL: Music for Brass Instruments

Chorale Fantasy (on "Christ Lay in Bonds of Death')
Intermezzo
Fugue

Music for Brass Instruments by Ingolf Dahl is recognized as one of the first important contributions to
the brass quintet literature. Mr. Dahl, an outstanding American composer, is a Professor of Music at the
University of Southern California, and very active in the furtherance of contemporary music on the West
Coast. This work, first performed in 1944 at a Contemporary Music Festival in Los Angeles, astonishes .1 .',}.
one with the unusually wide palette of sounds, colours, and musical effects possible in the brass quintet. I
The first movement, Chorale Fantasy, is based on the chorale, "Christ Lay in Bonds of Death." The i·.1IM. ~
second movement, Intermezzo, uses short rhythmic figures reminiscent of the American folk song and .i"~~,~. ~
utilizes the precise biting effect of stacarto brass playing. The Finale is a highly dramatic fugue, using. :E '''', .
the brass instruments in their most exciting style. ~ . I.,' . .~.......'
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THE SCHUBERT CLUB
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THE AMERICAN BRASS QUINTET

Raymond Mase, trumpet
Louis Ranger, trumpet

Herbert Rankin, tenor trombone
Robert Biddlecorne, bass trombone
Edward Birdwell, French horn

WITH THE DALE WARLAND SINGERS

December 11, 1973

PROGRAM
GIOV ANNI COPERARIO: Two Fandel

Fancie a Five
Al primo giorono

Giovanni Coperario (actually John Cooper prior to a youthful sojourn in Italy) was one of the most
prolific and influential composers of his time with over 90 instrumental works extant today. A masterful
contrapuntalist, he was the leader of the movement for the development of the English "Fansie" or
fantasia. This instrumental form which Coperario developed from a vocal to an instrumental idiom made
England the recognized leader in instrumental music of this period. It was one of the earliest forms of
real chamber music, and a superb vehicle for the contrapuntal and emotional imagination of the
composer. Coperario's influence on the evolution of the fancie has been compared to that of Morley's on
the Madrigal. Although it is today assumed that these works were composed with viol consorts in mind,
the following quotation from Aubrey's "Lives of Eminent Men" is an interesting observation on instru-
mental practices of those times: "Sir John Davies was a great lover of . . . . John Coperario's (sic)
Fansies which were for a sagbot (trombone), a violin, and an organ equivalent to five parts."

/

ANTHONY HOLBORNE: Suite 0/ Elizabethan Dances

Honie Suckle
Wanton
The Fruit of Love
The Choice; The Fairy Round
Galliard, Galliard

The Suite of Elizabethan Dances by Anthony Holborne was taken from a collection of dances, published
in London in 1599, entitled Pavans, Gall iards , Almains and other short Aeirs both grave and light.

Anthony Holborne, the composer, in addition to being ooe of the most accomplished musicians of his
time, was a gentleman courtier in Queen Elizabeth's court. Although the pieces are based on the dance
forms and rhythms popular in that day, they are not music for dancing. As chamber music, they
characterize the fun-loving spirit of the Elizabethan court.

INTERMISSION

BENJAMIN BRITTEN: A Hymn To The Virgin

KARL KORTE: Lul/ay, Litel Child
Jeffrey Van, Guitar

OLIVIER MASSIAEN: 0 Sacrum, Conoioium

DANIEL PINKHAM: Christmas Cantata (Sinfonia Sacra)
For chorus, brass quartet,. and organ
Sharon Kleckner, Organ

I Quen vidietis pastores?
II 0 magnum rnysrerium
III Gloria in excelsis Deo
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